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FORENSIC PSYCHOLOGY IN MILITARY COURTS
Introduction

Why Forensic Psychology in Military Courts?

Christopher T. Stein and Jeffrey N. Younggren

In military courts-martial, opportunities abound to explore the intersection of psychology and law. As civilian criminal jury trials have become virtually extinct, the military justice system remains a haven for hard-fought, vigorously litigated trials. With an increasing number of cases involving sexual assault and intimate partner violence in the military, psychologists are playing an ever-expanding role in courts-martial: from consulting on strategy and jury selection; to educating military panels on the science of memory, suggestibility, and coercive control; to performing forensic assessment for competency to stand trial and recidivism.

Psychologists are needed in the military justice system now more than ever. Yet many civilian psychologists are wary of getting involved in a military system they know nothing about. Or worse yet, they want to get involved but do not know how. Others mistakenly believe there is commonality among the various legal systems regarding process, regulation, procedure, and law, and they carry the error of that assumption into military trials. This can lead to disastrous consequences for all involved. Among the various legal systems, none is quite as unique as the judicial system found in the military—a system with which few are familiar.

Similarly, many military attorneys want help from psychologists, but they do not really understand what they need and cannot articulate to military judges and convening authorities how psychologists will assist in guaranteeing fair trials and just outcomes. Emerging research in psychology and the law is showing that psychological concepts and scientific principles are applicable to
all aspects of criminal cases, a fact that most lawyers are not aware of. Although it is becoming common practice to have a psychologist on the trial team, many lawyers are unprepared to effectively employ this invaluable resource. They leave this potent weapon holstered because they do not know how to use it. The popular image of the psychologist as an unscientific, touchy-feely counselor blinds them to the myriad ways psychology is transforming what we know about criminal behavior and how we present evidence within the criminal justice system.

The purpose of this volume is twofold: (a) to educate psychologists on the unique nature of the military legal system and (b) to assist attorneys in identifying appropriate roles and responsibilities for psychologists who work within this system. The goal of this volume is to make the military justice system easy to understand—the players, the process, and the rules—and to introduce psychologists to the wealth of opportunities that exist for working within this dynamic forum. It also will help attorneys understand how to use the extremely valuable resource they have been given in the form of a psychological expert.

This volume should be of interest to civilian forensic psychologists looking to expand their practice into a potentially lucrative new market and for research psychologists who may find a fertile field for their ideas to take root. It will also be invaluable to those who provide mental health services within the Department of Defense (DoD), who are often called upon, with little training or experience, to fill an expert role within the military justice system. Lawyers—military and civilian, prosecutors and defense counsel—will also find great value in the topics covered within. Coverage of the science long hidden behind the veil of academia is opened up in a practical way to attorneys who are in the arena of combat in the courtroom. Ideally, in addition to the libraries of practicing psychologists and attorneys, this volume will find its way into the introductory curriculum for graduate psychology and law students, as well as military attorneys going through initial training as a Judge Advocate. Too often the lessons covered in this volume are stumbled upon through trial and error late in a career when they could have been far more effective if systematically taught at the beginning.

This volume is a call to psychologists to get involved in the military justice system and to lawyers to get them involved and use psychologists effectively. As such, we have approached the content in a practical fashion, although not to the exclusion of thorough scholarship in the law and psychology. Chapters 1 through 4 introduce the reader to the military justice system and explain those areas of military law most relevant to psychologists and psychological science. Chapters 5 through 9 address the roles of the psychologist in courts-martial and the aspects of psychology most prominent in military trials. They also will help psychologists wrestle with the ethical issues inherent in the cross-domain military practice. Finally, Chapters 10 through 12 are uniquely pragmatic: They are focused on the nitty-gritty of partnering with military counsel—both prosecution and defense—in criminal trials.
Throughout the volume, readers learn from a diverse array of professionals. We have included military attorneys, civilian attorneys, and law professors; prosecutors, defense counsel, and judges; psychologists in private practice; and professors in academia. Our goal is to provide readers with actionable information supported by rigorous legal research and peer-reviewed clinical science.

In Chapter 1, Kathleen Coyne, JD, a Highly Qualified Expert in the Defense Counsel Assistance Program, draws on over 35 years of experience to introduce readers to the military justice system: its background, structure, and processes. Contrary to popular perceptions of this system as alternately arcane or a “kangaroo court,” the military justice system is a sophisticated and complete criminal code that, in many ways, is arguably both fairer and more efficient than civilian systems. It is true that, unlike civilian justice systems run by lawyers, the military justice system is commander-driven. Operational military commanders, with the advice and counsel of their lawyers, prefer criminal charges against those accused of crimes, refer them for trial by court-martial, and select the panel of military members (similar to a civilian jury) that will serve as the fact finder. They also decide, upon a formal request, whether and to what extent to fund expert assistance for both the prosecution and the defense. Understandably, this can create tension and cause concern for both trial participants and outside observers. Becoming familiar with the outline of the military justice system and the context in which mental health providers serve can help psychologists navigate these foreign waters.

U.S. Navy Captain Marcus N. Fulton, JD, an appellate judge on the Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal Appeals, continues the overview of the military justice system in Chapter 2 by introducing the reader to the procedures, parties, and terminology of military trials or courts-martial. For many civilian psychologists, this is the most intimidating part of working with the military—a court-martial can feel like a secret society with defined customs, peculiar procedures, and acronyms abounding. When we speak with psychologists who are new to the system, this is usually where they desire assistance. They know the science and are eager to contribute, but they need a primer on the parties, procedures, and terminology to get them going. This chapter is that primer; it demystifies the court-martial process, explains some of the most frequent letters and numbers bandied about, and describes the important players. For example, when military attorneys talk about 412 and 513, they are not reporting the time or denoting in which building the trial will be held, but rather are referring to the Military Rules of Evidence (MRE) relating to sexual history and mental health, respectively.

In Chapter 3, Assistant Professor Joshua Kastenberg, JD, explains the rules on expert qualifications and testimony, the protection of privileged information within the expert relationship, and the military’s competency determination process. Expert testimony is permitted if it will help the trier of fact (judge or panel of members) understand the evidence, is based on sufficient facts or data, and is the product of reliable principles and methods. Although the
military judge usually applies a liberal standard for admission of expert testimony, it still must be the product of a reliable theory or technique that has been tested, peer reviewed, and subjected to scientific standards. In addition to general standards for experts and expert testimony, the military’s process for holding a competency hearing is of interest to forensic psychologists. Although internal DoD mental health professionals almost always perform the Rule for Court-Martial (RCM) 706 inquiry (or “sanity board”), outside experts are often asked to evaluate the quality of this inquiry.

Chapter 4 explores additional legal rules that are essential for psychologists practicing in the military court system. U.S. Marine Corps Lieutenant Colonel Robert D. Merrill, JD, a former trial court judge, reviews how military law treats mental health conditions and discusses access to patient records and the piercing of psychotherapist–patient privilege. A military accused has a constitutional right to confront witnesses against him or her. Certain forms of mental disorder undoubtedly have high probative value on accuracy of testimony, bias, and credibility. At the same time, however, rules of evidence strictly guard patient privacy and confusion of the issues, limiting the ability to learn about and introduce such mental health evidence. In the absence of clear guidance under the law, however, each service tends to handle mental health records slightly differently, and these differences matter at the trial level. In order to assist the trial team in obtaining, or alternately protecting, mental health records and to properly set expectations about what information will be available, psychologists need to understand the law and processes on this issue. This chapter analyzes MRE 513 (the rule concerning psychotherapist–patient privilege under military law), the process for requesting access to mental health records, and the standards that exist for admitting into evidence issues of mental health. It covers the single most frequent intersection of psychology and the law in military trials and represents an in-depth treatment unavailable anywhere else.

Chapter 5 signals the transition from law to psychology. Michael C. Gottlieb, PhD, and Jeffrey N. Younggren, PhD, address potential role conflicts in military courts-martial. Military practitioners frequently expect mental health professionals to be both a trial consultant and a forensic scientist. This is because the military rarely funds separate consulting and testifying experts: one expert is expected to perform both roles. While this is not a common practice in many civilian jurisdictions, it is permissible within the military system, is arguably not a violation of any existing ethical prohibitions, and almost always works well. The rules allow experts to compartmentalize their roles, providing expert testimony in one area while preserving attorney confidences in another. Although this is clearly a boundary crossing, it is not a boundary violation. This chapter focuses on the ethical principles that make assuming multiple roles possible and the issues practitioners should look out for in identifying areas of professional risk.

In Chapter 6, Mary Connell, EdD, outlines the various roles psychologists can occupy in military proceedings. They might serve as trial consultant from the outset, assisting with case strategy decisions and jury selection; then testify
in a motions hearing in an effort to gain access to a witness’s mental health records; then go back to consulting on cross-examination approaches; then consult or testify about the effect of alcohol on memory; and then, after conviction, testify regarding rehabilitation potential during the punishment phase.

Although Chapter 5 explores the ethical dimension of multiple roles, this chapter focuses on the practical applied aspects of serving as a psychologist in a military proceeding. If executed well, the psychologist can provide immeasurable benefit to the trial team in each role. If done poorly, however, each role could undermine credibility and effectiveness in each other role. This chapter outlines the various demands in a military practice and suggests how psychologists can effectively manage these multiple roles without undermining their credibility before the fact finder or compromising the rights of the accused.

Professors Deborah Davis, PhD, and Daniel Reisberg, PhD, review two of the most common roles psychologists are asked to fill in military trials—that of trial consultant and that of educator—in Chapter 7. They focus on the most frequent role: trial consultant. While experts are usually retained with a view toward testimony on some specific issue, they are actually called to testify infrequently. Far more often they are asked to play a consulting role as they educate counsel on psycholegal issues and provide wise counsel accumulated over years of experience. Military trial attorneys have various levels of experience, but usually no more than about 45 trials over 5 years. Many more are in their first or second year of practice and look to the psychologist, with vastly more experience, to help direct the trial team. Thus, a psychologist can prove invaluable to the team by reviewing the evidence and providing feedback, assisting with panel selection, helping prepare inexperienced and nervous witnesses to testify, suggesting trial strategy approaches, and rehearsing arguments with counsel.

In Chapter 8, Drs. Reisberg and Davis move from the role of educating the trial team as a consultant to that of educating the fact finder as a testifying witness. This chapter discusses research on the most common areas that are ripe for testimony and suggests best practices for approaching the educator role. MRE 702 permits a qualified expert to testify on an issue, if the expert’s scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will help the trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue. That is, if the expert’s specialized understanding of a subject can help enlighten an untrained lay panel member, it usually will be allowed. Thus, psychologists are often called upon to simply teach the fact finder about some psychological principle that could help the panel make sense of the evidence. This may be through “cold” testimony, where the expert knows nothing of the specific facts of the case, or it could be after a thorough review of the evidence and listening to witness testimony. In military courts, psychologists regularly testify about human memory, the effects of alcohol on perception and memory, suggestibility in child abuse allegations, and coerced confessions, to name a few.

In Chapter 9, Karen Franklin, PhD, writes about a role that is traditionally the “bread-and-butter” of a forensic psychologist’s practice but presents the
most challenges when applied to a military setting: the psychologist as assessor. Forensic psychologists may be called upon to assess military accuseds for issues like competency and risk of sexual or violent reoffense. Military practice provides unique opportunities for partnership, but also challenges, in this area. All too often, nonforensically trained psychologists in the local mental health office will have performed a “sanity board” on a military accused without using accepted competency assessment tools. The forensic expert must understand that process, be prepared to critique it, and be ready to perform a forensically sound assessment. Further, a forensic psychologist can add substantial value by performing a comprehensive forensic psychological assessment that could uncover mitigating circumstances, personal beliefs ripe for treatment, and estimate risk of future dangerousness. Unfortunately, however, forensic psychologists are often not retained until a couple weeks before trial and are not funded for travel until the day before, creating obstacles that must be overcome. This chapter explores common forensic assessment tools and techniques that can be helpful in military cases and suggests approaches for overcoming common hurdles present in the military system.

Chapter 10 moves back to the law, with U.S. Air Force Lieutenant Colonel Andrew R. Norton, JD, a trial judge and former senior defense counsel, offering an intensely practical—and helpful—view into the team concept in military courts. In military practice, appointed psychologists become part of the trial team. Generally, the team spends nearly every waking minute together from a couple days before trial until it is over. This means early breakfast meetings discussing strategy, sitting in the courtroom through all aspects of trial, and late dinners to prepare for the next day. The result of this is an intense bond, owing to the unique military culture and values, that kindles excellent results for trial. Lieutenant Colonel Norton starts with the practical aspects of becoming part of the team, such as making travel arrangements and preparing for trial, and ends with the legal aspects, such as the attorney–client privilege and interviewing the opposing party. This chapter explores the nature of the team concept, the legal protections surrounding it, and recommendations for fulfilling the team role effectively and legally.

Colonel Brian M. Thompson, JD, the former Chief Senior Trial Counsel of the Air Force, offers a prosecutor’s perspective on psychologist–prosecutor collaboration in Chapter 11 of this book. Psychologists new to military courts often have myriad questions about how things work—everything from who they interact with, to how they get to the base from the airport, to what exactly they will do when they get there. Even experienced experts find they learn something new about the military and their roles in every trial. This chapter provides the nuts and bolts of supporting a military prosecution team and relays some of the best practices in prosecutor–psychologist collaboration by one of the military’s most experienced prosecutors.

This volume closes with an invaluable contribution to those tasked with defending military members with mental health conditions. In Chapter 12, Associate Professor Eric Carpenter, JD, offers an integrated approach to defend-
ing those with mental health conditions. The military’s screening process and strict accession standards means there are far fewer servicemembers suffering from the very serious mental illnesses found in many civilian criminal defendants. Yet, this inevitably means those in the military justice system lack the depth of experience dealing with the mentally ill and may tend to overlook mental health conditions as a contributing factor to misconduct. Professor Carpenter points out how psychologists can be essential in helping defense attorneys recognize underlying issues in military clients, understand how mental health conditions may have played a role in the charged misconduct, and communicate that mitigating and extenuating information to a judge or panel. This chapter offers insights for understanding an impaired military accused, developing a strategy for findings and sentencing that incorporates the reality of the mental health issues, and working as a team to best assist the accused through the trial process.

A careful reader of this volume from front to back will appreciate the way the chapters build on and play off each other. The reader will also notice that, at times, multiple authors cover the same subject but offer valuable and differing perspectives of those subjects. This is both unavoidable and intentional. Each author, by virtue of his or her background and role in the court-martial process, has a unique perspective to offer. We believe that including these different views creates a rich composite that should prove far more useful than any individual perspective alone. From the legal, to the scientific, and to the practical, the collection of writings available in this volume should empower psychologists to work effectively within the military justice system and enable better lawyer–psychologist teaming on issues of paramount importance. Now, more than ever, that is what is needed within the military justice system.